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References: In text (note punctuation: indent all longer quotations):

- blah blah blah' (Davis 1974:43-45).
- Davis was the first to direct us to 'blah blah dreamworld' (1974:485). This point was noted by other commentators as well (Cornell 1973, Samules 2000, Christopher 1973).
- As Davis said:

  The world ....
  .... dreamworld. (1974:23)

In references (also note upper and lower case):
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No idem, op cit.

Absolutely no et als in references (except in text itself for more than two authors).

All book, magazine, journal, newspaper titles (iow all published material or collections) in italics. Unpublished dissertations or theses not in italics, but with quotation marks.
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Quotations:

- 'Do not let time take its toll' – single quotation marks
- 'Do not let time, as Darwin said, “take its toll”'. – iow double for quotation within quotation, stop after quotation marks.
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